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On Monday, July 25, 2022, Supervisor (204b) Benedict Arnold clocked in on his assigned bid 
position in Nowhere Post Office at 07.01 a.m.  When Mr. Arnold began his tour, he was on a 
higher-level detail.  The local union steward was not provided an amended or modified PS Form 
1723.  In fact, Mr. Arnold delivered mail and was paid at the rate of a level E0-17 supervisor.  
When Mr. Arnold supposedly finished delivering the mail on his route at 15.50 p.m., he clocked 
out and was approved to use 00.51 hour of sick leave to make up the 8 hours he was supposed to 
work, however, he actually returned to the office at 13.93 p.m. 

The delivery unit did not need Mr. Arnold to ensure the mail was delivered on July 25, 2022.  
There were more than enough letter carriers who are on the overtime desired list available who 
could have covered the work that Mr. Arnold actually completed. 

1. The union contends management violated Article 1 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement 
when they used a 204b supervisor for bargaining unit work while they were on a higher-level 
detail on Monday, July 25, 2022.  Article 1 of the National Agreement reads in part: 

Section 6. Performance of Bargaining Unit Work 

A. Supervisors are prohibited from performing bargaining unit work at post offices 
with 100 or more bargaining unit employees, except: 

1. in an emergency; 
2. for the purpose of training or instruction of employees; 
3. to assure the proper operation of equipment; 
4. to protect the safety of employees; or 
5. to protect the property of the USPS. 

Article 1.6 goes on to explain: 

The prohibition against supervisors performing bargaining unit work also applies to 
acting supervisors (204b).  The PS Form 1723, which shows the times and dates of 
the 204b detail, is the controlling document for determining whether an employee 
is in a 204b status.  A separate PS Form 1723 is used for each detail.  A single 
detail may not be broken up on multiple PS Forms 1723 for the purpose of using a 
204b on overtime in lieu of a bargaining unit employee.  Article 41.1.A.2 requires 
that a copy of the Form 1723 be provided to the union at the local level. 

The file contains a single PS Form 1723 with an Assignment Start Date of 06/01/2022 and an 
Assignment End Date of 09/23/2022.  It also contains a TACS Employee Everything Report 
for 204b Supervisor Benedict Arnold that reads H/L E0-17.  Management did not even 
attempt to mitigate the violation by removing Mr. Arnold from higher-level pay in TACS, 
they simply instructed a supervisor to deliver mail and paid him as a supervisor to do craft 
work. 
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2. The union contends that there was no emergency as defined in Article 3.F of the Collective 
Bargaining Agreement.  Article 3.F reads: 

Article 3.F Emergencies. This provision gives management the right to take 
whatever actions may be necessary to carry out its mission in emergency situations. 
An emergency is defined as an unforeseen circumstance or a combination of 
circumstances which calls for immediate action in a situation which is not expected 
to be of a recurring nature. 

Management argues they have the exclusive right to manage and during emergency situations 
they may do what is necessary to carry out their mission.  In the situation that this grievance 
arose from, there was no emergency situation declared.  Management’s emergency was a single 
letter carrier called in sick.  When citing Article 3.F, management conveniently refuses to apply 
the paragraph immediately before it which reads: 

The Postal Service’s exclusive rights under Article 3 are basically the same as its 
statutory rights under the Postal Reorganization Act, 39 U.S.C. Section 1001(e). 
While postal management has the right to manage the Postal Service, it must 
act in accordance with applicable laws, regulations, contract provisions, 
arbitration awards, letters of agreement, and memoranda. Consequently, many 
of the management rights enumerated in Article 3 are limited by negotiated contract 
provisions. For example, the Postal Service’s Article 3 right to suspend, demote, 
discharge, or take other disciplinary action against employees is subject to the 
provisions of Articles 15 and 16. (emphasis added by steward) 

Management’s rights under Article 3 do not negate the union’s rights under Article 8.  One letter 
carrier calling in sick is not an emergency.  There was no emergency declaration by anyone in 
the Postal Service nor local, state, or federal government agency.  In fact, there were enough 
hours available to cover the time Mr. Arnold spent delivering mail.  The case file contains the 
Third Quarter Overtime Desired List. The overtime desired list reveals there were six letter 
carriers who signed to work overtime available on that day. Article 8 requires management to 
maximize their workforce prior to going off the overtime desired list.  Management should have 
maximized the employees on the overtime desired list before using anyone in accordance with 
Article 8. 

3. The union contends the letter carriers who were at work were financially harmed when 
management used 204b Supervisor Benedict Arnold to deliver mail instead of maximizing 
the letter carriers on the overtime desired list.  The TACS Employee Everything Reports 
contained in the case file document the following letter carriers were present at work and had 
time to deliver the mail as follows: 

a. D. Arnold – worked 9.98 hours – 2.02 hours available 
b. A. Franklin – worked 10.18 hours – 1.82 hours available 
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c. E. Harrison – worked 10.44 hours – 1.56 hours available 
d. B. Smith – worked 9.32 hours – 2.68 hours available 
e. C. Hinton – worked 8.62 hours – 3.38 hours available 
f.     R. Swanson – worked 11.25 hours – 0.75 hours available 

Management had a total of 12.21 hours available between the overtime desired list letter carriers 
to work the 7.49 hours Mr. Arnold worked.  Management chose to pay their 204b supervisor 
higher-level pay to do the work that rightfully and contractually belonged to the letter carriers 
who were on the overtime desired list and present. 

4. The union contends management violated multiple Step 4 Settlements when they used 204b 
Supervisor Arnold to perform bargaining unit work on July 25, 2022.  Step 4 Settlement 
H1N-5H-C 26031 (M-00891) reads in relevant part: 

An employee serving as a temporary supervisor (204B) is prohibited from 
performing bargaining unit work, except to the extent otherwise provided in Article 
1, Section 6, of the National Agreement. Therefore, a temporary supervisor is 
ineligible to work overtime in the bargaining unit while detailed, even if the 
overtime occurs on a nonscheduled day. 

Step 4 Settlement H1N-5C-C 12781 (M-00021) reads in relevant part: 

Except in accordance with Article 1, Section 6, of the National Agreement, an 
employee in a training status as a supervisor shall not perform bargaining-unit work 
while he or she is in the training status. Form 1723 is the controlling document to 
be used in determining when the employee is in a supervisory training status. 

Management chose to use 204b Supervisor Arnold to curtail bargaining unit overtime.  
Management’s actions are continuous, egregious and deliberate.  Management has no respect for 
letter carriers nor for the Collective Bargaining Agreement in which both parties are signatories. 

5. The union contends the letter carriers who should have been assigned the work should be 
paid at the appropriate rate.  Step 4 Settlement NC-E-4716 (M-00206) reads: 

It is agreed between the U. S. Postal Service and the National Association of Letter 
Carriers that where additional work hours would have been assigned to employees 
but for a violation of Article I, Section 6A, and where such work hours are not de 
minimis, the employee (s) whom management would have assigned the work shall 
be paid for the time involved at the applicable rate. 

The exact issue at hand has been settled by the parties at the national level multiple times.  
Management can put forth no coherent argument which will stand the scrutiny of an impartial 
third party.  The union requests the letter carriers who should have been assigned the work on 
July 25, 2022, be made whole monetarily.  The union requests that management be issued a 
cease and desist for violating Article 1 of the Collective Bargaining Agreement and for violating 
the above referenced Step 4 Settlements. 
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ROUTE ODL REG 23-Jul 24-Jul 25-Jul 26-Jul 27-Jul 28-Jul 29-Jul

NUM STATUS CARRIER SAT SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI

807 WAO J. MOHOMMAD SDO SDO

808 NONE R. MORGAN SDO SDO

810 10 A. FRANKLIN SDO SDO

812 12 D. ARNOLD SDO SDO

813 NONE B. ARNOLD 204B SDO 204B 204B 204B SDO 204B

823 12 E. HARRISON SDO SDO

824 WAO J. EPSTEIN SDO SDO

1801 10 C. HINTON SDO SDO

1802 12 B. SMITH SDO SDO

2820 12 R. SWANSON SDO

T6-1 WAO G. ERNEST 1802 SDO SDO 2820 824 823 1801

T6-2 VACANT SDO SDO 812 807 808 813 810

CCA J. Simmons 813 SDO 813 813 813 SDO 813

NOWHERE STATION CARRIER SCHEDULE 23-Jul 29-Jul





















Scan Seq Sched Seq Route ID Employee Device ID Vehicle ID Pivot From Pivot To Address

GEO Depart Adj Sch 

Arrvl Time Actual Scan Time

Virtual MSP Scan 

Time MSP Variance

Variance to GEO Depart Adj 

Arrvl Sch Time

DOIS/RWHT Proj Arrvl 

Time Scanned By Barcode ID

Actual Leave

DEPART FACILITY(Geo Event) 09:21 CST

HOTCASE 09:33

DEPART2ROUTE 09:48

RETURN FACILITY(Geo Event) 13:30 CST

1 "C013" Arnold, Benedict 09:57

2 "C013" Arnold, Benedict 14361D832F 100 Nowhere Rd 05:53 CST 10:17

3 "C013" Arnold, Benedict 101 Nowhere Rd 10:24

4 4 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 102 Nowhere Rd 09:46 CST 03:29 10:41

5 5 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 103 Nowhere Rd 09:48 CST 00:00 10:43

6 6 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 104 Nowhere Rd 09:49 CST -00:01 10:45

7 7 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 105 Nowhere Rd 09:55 CST -00:06 10:57

9 8 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 106 Nowhere Rd 09:57 CST 00:02 10:57

12 9 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 107 Nowhere Rd 10:05 CST 00:00 11:05

11 10 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 108 Nowhere Rd 10:05 CST 00:00 11:05

54 11 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 109 Nowhere Rd 12:28 CST 02:21 11:07

13 12 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 110 Nowhere Rd 10:07 CST -02:23 11:09

13 "C013" Arnold, Benedict 111 Nowhere Rd 11:19

14 14 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 112 Nowhere Rd 10:09 CST -00:12 11:23

15 15 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 113 Nowhere Rd 10:17 CST -00:47 12:18

15 15 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 114 Nowhere Rd 10:17 CST 00:00 12:18

16 16 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 115 Nowhere Rd 10:18 CST 00:00 12:19

17 17 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 116 Nowhere Rd 10:18 CST 00:00 12:19

19 18 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 117 Nowhere Rd 10:21 CST 00:01 12:21

21 19 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 118 Nowhere Rd 10:25 CST -00:01 12:26

22 20 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 119 Nowhere Rd 10:26 CST -00:03 12:30

25 21 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 120 Nowhere Rd 10:33 CST -00:01 12:38

26 22 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 121 Nowhere Rd 10:34 CST -00:02 12:41

27 23 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 122 Nowhere Rd 10:42 CST 00:06 12:43

29 24 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 123 Nowhere Rd 11:22 CST 00:17 13:06

25 "C013" Arnold, Benedict 124 Nowhere Rd 10:32 13:09

28 26 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 125 Nowhere Rd 11:16 CST -00:09 13:09

33 27 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 126 Nowhere Rd 11:33 CST 00:16 13:10

34 28 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 127 Nowhere Rd 11:34 CST 00:00 13:11

29 "C013" Arnold, Benedict 128 Nowhere Rd 10:43 13:14

30 "C013" Arnold, Benedict 129 Nowhere Rd 11:06 13:22

30 31 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 130 Nowhere Rd 11:28 CST -00:23 13:28

31 32 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 131 Nowhere Rd 11:29 CST -00:03 13:32

33 "C013" Arnold, Benedict 132 Nowhere Rd 11:12 13:33

32 34 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 133 Nowhere Rd 11:30 CST 00:00 13:33

35 35 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 134 Nowhere Rd 11:40 CST 00:01 13:42

52 35 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 135 Nowhere Rd 12:19 CST 00:39 13:42

36 36 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 136 Nowhere Rd 11:43 CST -00:46 13:52

1 37 "C013" Arnold, Benedict C304A08029 137 Nowhere Rd 09:39 CST -02:11 13:59

1 37 "C013" Arnold, Benedict C304A08029 138 Nowhere Rd 09:39 CST 00:00 13:59

2 38 "C013" Arnold, Benedict C304A08029 139 Nowhere Rd 09:40 CST 00:00 14:00

3 39 "C013" Arnold, Benedict C304A08029 140 Nowhere Rd 09:41 CST -00:03 14:04

37 40 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 141 Nowhere Rd 11:46 CST 02:01 14:08

38 41 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 142 Nowhere Rd 11:48 CST 00:02 14:08

39 42 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 143 Nowhere Rd 11:50 CST 00:02 14:08

40 43 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 144 Nowhere Rd 11:53 CST -00:08 14:19

METRO
Route Detail

12-24-21



44 "C013" Arnold, Benedict 145 Nowhere Rd 14:19

41 45 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 146 Nowhere Rd 11:54 CST 00:00 14:20

46 "C013" Arnold, Benedict 15153D826A 147 Nowhere Rd 06:59 CST 14:23

49 46 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 148 Nowhere Rd 12:14 CST 05:15 14:23

8 47 "C013" Arnold, Benedict C304A08029 149 Nowhere Rd 09:56 CST -02:19 14:24

50 48 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 150 Nowhere Rd 12:15 CST 02:18 14:25

51 49 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 151 Nowhere Rd 12:15 CST 00:00 14:25

46 50 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 152 Nowhere Rd 12:07 CST -00:12 14:29

10 51 "C013" Arnold, Benedict C304A08029 153 Nowhere Rd 09:59 CST -02:08 14:29

52 "C013" Arnold, Benedict 154 Nowhere Rd 14:30

47 53 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 155 Nowhere Rd 12:09 CST 02:08 14:31

48 54 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 156 Nowhere Rd 12:11 CST -00:04 14:37

55 "C013" Arnold, Benedict 157 Nowhere Rd 14:48

45 56 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 158 Nowhere Rd 12:04 CST -00:19 14:49

57 "C013" Arnold, Benedict 159 Nowhere Rd 12:05 14:57

58 "C013" Arnold, Benedict 160 Nowhere Rd 15:07

42 59 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 161 Nowhere Rd 11:57 CST -00:34 15:16

18 60 "C013" Arnold, Benedict C304A08029 162 Nowhere Rd 10:20 CST -01:43 15:22

61 "C013" Arnold, Benedict 163 Nowhere Rd 15:27

20 62 "C013" Arnold, Benedict C304A08029 164 Nowhere Rd 10:23 CST -00:05 15:30

44 63 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 165 Nowhere Rd 12:01 CST 01:33 15:35

43 64 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 166 Nowhere Rd 12:01 CST -00:02 15:37

24 65 "C013" Arnold, Benedict C304A08029 167 Nowhere Rd 10:27 CST -01:39 15:42

23 66 "C013" Arnold, Benedict C304A08029 168 Nowhere Rd 10:27 CST -00:02 15:44

53 66 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 169 Nowhere Rd 12:26 CST 01:59 15:44

67 "C013" Arnold, Benedict 170 Nowhere Rd 15:45

68 "C013" Arnold, Benedict 171 Nowhere Rd 16:05

55 69 "C013" Arnold, Benedict D013A20707 2204224 RETURN2DU 13:55 CST 00:49 16:24 37218C016 RETURN2DU
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  4. to protect the safety of employees; or

  5. to protect the property of the USPS.

   The prohibition against supervisors performing bargaining unit work 
also applies to acting supervisors (204b).  The PS Form 1723, which 
shows the times and dates of the 204b detail, is the controlling docu-
ment for determining whether an employee is in a 204b status.  A sepa-
rate PS Form 1723 is used for each detail.  A single detail may not be 
broken up on multiple PS Forms 1723 for the purpose of using a 204b 
on overtime in lieu of a bargaining unit employee.  Article 41.1.A.2 
requires that a copy of the PS Form 1723 be provided to the union at the 
local level.

  An acting supervisor (204b) may not be used in lieu of a bargaining- 
  unit employee for the purpose of bargaining unit overtime.  An employ- 
  ee detailed to an acting supervisory position will not perform bargain- 
  ing unit overtime immediately prior to or immediately after such detail  
  on the day he/she was in a 204b status unless all available bargaining  
  unit employees are utilized.  However, an employee may work bargain- 
  ing unit overtime, otherwise consistent with the provisions of Article 8,  
  on the day before or the day after a 204b detail (Step 4, H0N-5R-C  
  13315, August 30, 1993, M-01177).

Branches that wish to determine whether a post office has 100 or more 
bargaining unit employees should contact their national business agent. 
The Settlement Agreement NC-E-4716, November 24, 1978 (M-00206) 
between the NALC and USPS, which was intended to be of general 
application, provides that “where additional work hours would have 
been assigned to employees but for a violation of Article 1.6.A, and 
where such work hours are not de minimis, the employee(s) whom 
management would have assigned the work, shall be paid for the time 
involved at the applicable rate.”  (de minimis means trifling, unimpor-
tant, inconsequential.)

    An emergency is defined in Article 3.F as “an unforeseen circumstance 
or a combination of circumstances which calls for immediate action in a 
situation which is not expected to be of a recurring nature.”

 1.6.B  B.  In offices with less than 100 bargaining unit employees, supervi-
sors are prohibited from performing bargaining unit work except as 
enu merated in Section 6.A.1 through 5 above or when the duties are 
 included in the supervisor’s position description. 

   (The preceding Article, Article 1, shall apply to City Carrier Assistant 
Employees.) 

  Article 1.6.B prohibits supervisors in offices with less than 100 bargain-
ing unit employees from performing letter carrier bargaining unit work 



to accommodate those offices with an automated bidding process that 
requires 14 days for posting.  In such situations, the controlling lan-
guage would be the 14 days in Article 41.1.A.1.

-
ognized position regularly scheduled during specific hours of duty.

duties of the assignments they work.

and work days.

41.1.A.2
-

be construed to preclude such temporarily detailed employees

craft position. Upon return to the craft position, such employees

assignments.

-

in accordance with this Article. Upon return to the craft the carrier
will become an unassigned regular. A letter carrier temporarily

Form 1723, Assignment Order, shall be used in detailing letter

l723 showing the beginning and ending of all such details.

while so detailed, they may bid on the multi-craft positions of VOMA 

41.1.A.3
non-work days and the existing local method of posting and of
installation-wide or sectional bidding shall remain in effect unless
changes are negotiated locally.

Local Implementation.
regarding fixed or rotating days off and the scope of posting and bid-
ding by section or installation-wide through local implementation proce-
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Article 19 HAndbooks And MAnuAls

 Those parts of all handbooks, manuals and published regulations of the 
Postal Service, that directly relate to wages, hours or working condi-
tions, as they apply to employees covered by this Agreement, shall 
contain nothing that conflicts with this Agreement, and shall be con-
tinued in effect except that the Employer shall have the right to make 
changes that are not inconsistent with this Agreement and that are 
fair, reasonable, and equitable. This includes, but is not limited to, the 
Postal Service Manual and the F-21, Timekeeper’s Instructions.

 Notice of such proposed changes that directly relate to wages, hours, or 
working conditions will be furnished to the Union at the national level 
at least sixty (60) days prior to issuance. At the request of the Union, 
the parties shall meet concerning such changes. If the Union, after the 
meeting, believes the proposed changes violate the National Agreement 
(including this Article), it may then submit the issue to arbitration in 
accordance with the arbitration procedure within sixty (60) days after 
receipt of the notice of proposed change. Copies of those parts of all 
new handbooks, manuals and regulations that directly relate to wages, 
hours or working conditions, as they apply to employees covered by 
this Agreement, shall be furnished the Union upon issuance. 

 Article 19 shall apply in that those parts of all handbooks, manuals 
and published regulations of the Postal Service, which directly relate 
to wages, hours or working conditions shall apply to CCA employees 
only to the extent consistent with other rights and characteristics of 
CCA employees provided for in this Agreement and otherwise as they 
apply to the supplemental work force. The Employer shall have the 
right to make changes to handbooks, manuals and published regula-
tions as they relate to CCA employees pursuant to the same standards 
and procedures found in Article 19 of the National Agreement.

[see Memo, page 214]

 Handbooks and Manuals.  Article 19 provides that those postal hand-
book and manual provisions directly relating to wages, hours, or work-
ing conditions are enforceable as though they were part of the National 
Agreement.  Changes to handbook and manual provisions directly relat-
ing to wages, hours, or working conditions may be made by manage-
ment at the national level and may not be inconsistent with the National 
Agreement.  A challenge that such changes are inconsistent with the 
National Agreement or are not fair, reasonable, or equitable may be 
made only by the NALC at the national level.

 A memorandum included in the 2019 National Agreement establishes 
a process for the parties to communicate with each other at the national 
level regarding changes to handbooks, manuals, and published regula-
tions that directly relate to wages, hours, or working conditions.  The 
purpose of the memorandum is to provide the national parties with a bet-
ter understanding of their respective positions in an effort to eliminate 

This Memo 
is located on 
JCAM pages 
19-2 and 19-3.
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unnecessary appeals to arbitration and clearly identify and narrow the 
issue(s) in cases that are appealed to arbitration under Article 19.

 Local Policies.  Locally developed policies may not vary from nationally 
established handbook and manual provisions (National Arbitrator Aaron, 
H1N-NAC-C-3, February 27, 1984, C-04162).  Additionally, locally 
developed forms must be approved consistent with the Administrative 
Support Manual (ASM) and may not conflict with nationally developed 
forms found in handbooks and manuals.

 National Arbitrator Garrett held in MB-NAT-562, January 19, 1977 
(C-00427), that “the development of a new form locally to deal with 
stewards’ absences from assigned duties on union business—as a sub-
stitute for a national form embodied in an existing manual (and thus in 
conflict with that manual)—thus falls within the second paragraph of 
Article 19.  Since the procedure there set forth has not been invoked by 
the Postal Service, it would follow that the form must be withdrawn.”

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN THE

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
AND THE

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER CARRIERS,
AFL-CIO

Re: Article 19

1. When the Postal Service provides the Union with proposed changes in hand-
books, manuals, or published regulations pursuant to Article 19 of the National
Agreement, the Postal Service will furnish a final draft copy of the revisions and a
document that identifies the changes being made from the existing handbook, man-
ual, or published regulation. When the handbook, manual, or published regulation
is available in electronic form, the Postal Service will provide, in addition to a hard
copy, an electronic version of the final draft copy clearly indicating the changes
and another unmarked final draft copy of the changed provision with the changes
incorporated.

2. The document that identifies the changes will indicate language that has been
added, deleted, or moved, and the new location of language moved. Normally, the
changes will be identified by striking through deleted language, underlining new
language, and placing brackets around language that is moved, with the new loca-
tion indicated. If another method of identifying the changes is used, the method
will be clearly explained, and must include a means to identify which language is
added, deleted, and moved, as well as the new location of any language moved.

3. When notified of a change(s) to handbooks, manuals, and published regulations,
pursuant to Article 19 of the National Agreement, the Union will be notified of the
purpose and anticipated impact of the change(s) on city letter carrier bargaining
unit employees.

4. At the request of the Union, the parties will meet to discuss the change(s). If the
Union requests a meeting on the change(s), the Union will provide the Postal
Service with notice identifying the specific change(s) the Union wants to discuss.
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5. Within sixty (60) days of the Union’s receipt of the notice of proposed change(s),
the Union will notify the Postal Service in writing of any change(s) it believes is
directly related to wages, hours, or working conditions and not fair, reasonable or
equitable and/or in conflict with the National Agreement. The Union may request a
meeting on the change(s) at issue.

6. The Postal Service will provide the Union with a written response addressing
each issue raised by the Union, pursuant to paragraph 5, within thirty (30) days
of receipt, provided the Union identifies the issue(s) within sixty (60) days of the
Union’s receipt of the notice of proposed change(s).

7. If the Union, after receipt of the Postal Service’s written response, believes the
proposed change(s) violates the National Agreement, it may submit the issue to
arbitration within sixty (60) days of receipt of the notice of proposed change or
thirty (30) days after the Union receives the Postal Service’s written response,
whichever is later. If the Postal Service fails to provide a response to the Union
pursuant to paragraph 6, the Union may submit the issue(s) to arbitration provided
it does so within thirty (30) days after the Postal Service’s response was due. The
Union’s appeal shall specify the change(s) it believes is not fair, reasonable or
equitable and/or in conflict with the National Agreement, and shall state the basis
for the appeal.

8. If modifications are made to the final draft copy as a result of meetings with
employee organizations, the Postal Service will provide NALC with a revised final
draft copy clearly indicating only the change(s) which is different from the final
draft copy.

9. When the changes discussed in paragraph 8 are incorporated into the final version
of a handbook, manual, publication, or published regulation, and there is not an
additional change(s) which would require notice under Article 19, the Union will
be provided a courtesy copy. In such case, a new Article 19 notice period is not
necessary.

10. Lastly, in any case in which the Postal Service has affirmatively represented that
there is no change(s) that directly relates to wages, hours, or working conditions
pursuant to Article 19 of the National Agreement, time limits for an Article 19
appeal will not be used by the Postal Service as a procedural argument if the Union
determines afterwards that there has been a change to wages, hours, or working
conditions.

Nothing contained in this memorandum modifies the Postal Service’s right to publish a 
change(s) in a handbook, manual or published regulation, sixty (60) days after notifica-
tion to the Union.

Date: January 10, 2013
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE

475 L'Enfant PI'aza, SW
Washington, DC 20260

Mr. Joseph H. Johnson, Jr.
Director, City Delivery
National Associ.ation of Letter

Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20001-2197

Re:

Dear Mr. Johnson:

DEC 31 1985

See Attached List

•
On December 10, 1985, we met to discuss the above-captioned
grievances at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
procedure.

The issue in these grievances is whether employees on 204B
assi.gnments are required to work in the assignments
exclusively for the duration of time periods shown on Forms
1723.

During our discussion, we mutually agreed that when an
employee is detailed to a higher level (204B) by executing a
Form 1723, the beginning and ending dates of the assignment
are effective unless otherwise amended by a premature
termination of the higher level ass ignment.,

Accordingly, the cases are hereby remanded to the, parties at
Step 3 for application of the above and for the purpose of
fashioning as appropriate remedy.

please sign and return the enclosed copy of this decision as
your acknowledgment of agreement to settle these cases.

Time limits were extended by mutual consent.

s ince.!:"ely"

• H. Oliver
lations Department

Joseph H. Johnson, Jr •
Director, City Delivery
National Association of Letter

Carriers, AFL-CIO
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UNITED STATES POSTAl SERVICE
475 L'Enfant PlaZa. SW

Washington, DC 20260

Mr. Joseph H. Johnson~ Jr.
Oir'ector, City Delivery MAY 01 1985
National Association of Letter

Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 In.diana Avenue, N.W.
W~s,hi.ngton, o,.c. 20001-2197

Re: L. Preston
Austin, TX 78710
BIN-30-C 37182

Dear Mr. Johnson:

On, No,ve,mber 2,8, 1984, we met to discu,ss the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
procedure.

The :issue in this grievance is whethe'r management vi.olated
the National Agreement by utilizing a carrier craft emp,loyee
as a 204{b)- for a part of a day.

After further review of, this matter, we agreed that there was
no' national interpre,tive issue fairly presented in this case.

The parties at this level agree that management may use a
craft employee in a 2'04(b) assignment for less tha,n a full
day. Under Article 41, management must pro,vide a copy of
Fo,rm 1723 sho'wing the appro,ximate time(s,)' and date,(s) of the
detail. Any amendment to, the form sha,II also be provided to
the, union.

Ac'co,rdingly, we agreed to remand this case to Ste,p J. fo,r
further conside,ration by the parties. Whether or not the
e'm.ployee was needed as an acting supervisor at the time in
dispute is, a noninterpretive is,su.e.

t

Please s,ign and return the enclosed copy of this decision as
ack.nowledgment of our agreement to' remand this g:rievance.

M 0053.7

T'ime 1 imi ts were extended by mutual consent.

•
Sincerely,

Leslie B,ayliss
Labo:r Relatio,ns Department

!"....

,', ~
'>,<..·tl, ' ,.
Jo~ph H ~-o-n-~~J~r-.-,-----
Di-rector, City Delive'ry
National Association of Letter

Carriers, AFL-CIO
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
Labor ReIlIIlona Department

475 I:EI1fMt Plaza. 9N
WuhlngIDn. DC 202lIO-4100

M-00755

Mr. Ralline Overby
Assistant Secretary-Treasurer
National Association of

Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20001-2197

Re:

Dear Mr. Overby:

MAY 2.2 1981

Class Action
Laramie, WY 82070
H4N-4U-C 26041

•
On April 23, 1987, we met to discuss the above-captioned
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance
procedure •

The question in this grievance is whether management must
provide copies of Form 1723 to the local union in advance of
the detail it reflects.

During the discussion, we mutually agreed that the following
would represent a full settlement of this case.

In accordance with Article 41, Section l.A.2, of the National
Agreement, Form 1723 ·shall be provided to the union at the
local level showing the beginning and ending times of the
deta-rl.· Such copies of Form 1723 should be provided to the
union in advance of the detail or modification thereto.

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
your acknowledgment of agreement to settle this case.

Time limits were extended by mutual consent.

Sincerely,

• ~
~QkiJ

Frank E. Poli
• Grievance & Arbitration

Division

~k1~Halline Overby~
Assistant Secretary-Treasurer
National Association of Letter

Carriers, AFL-CIO
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UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE
l.abOt RelationS Department

475 L'EnfanC Plaza, SN
Wuhington. DC 20280-4100

Mr. Lawrence G. Hutchins
Vice President
National Association of

Letter Carriers, APL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 2000'1-2191

Re: BIN-SB-C 26031
Lodi t CA

Dear Mr. Hutchins:

On January 12, 1989, we met to discuss the above-captioned
grievance currently pending national level arbitration.

In full and cO'llplete settlement of this case, it is agreed:

1. An e.ployee serving as a te.porary supervisor (2048)
is prohibited from perforainq bargaininq unit wock,
except to the extent otherwise provided in Article 1,
S'ection 6, of the National Agree.ent. Therefore, a
teaporary supervisor is ineligible to work overtiae
in the bargaining unit while detailed, even if the
overtiae occurs o,n a nonscheduled day.

2. Fora 1723, which shows the ti.es and dates of a 2048
detail, is the controllinq docuaent for determining
whether an eaployee is in 2048 status.

3. Management lIay pcematurely terminate a 2048 detail by
furnishing an amended Fora 1723 to the appropriate
union represen.tative. In s'uch cas'es, the amended
Fora 1723 should be provided in advance, if the union
representative is available. If the union
representative is not available, the For. shall be
provided to the union repre.sentative as soon as
practicable after he or she becomes available.

4. The grievant in this case, "i11ia. Morehouse, viII be'
paid eight (8) hours at the overtiae rate.
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• Lawrence G. Butchin.

M-00891

2

Please sign and return the enclosed copy of this letter as
yo,ur acknovledgaent of agreement to set tie case no. RIN-5B-C
2'603'1 and rellove it fro. the pending national arbitration
listing.

Sincerely,

•

•

• !'urge,son
General anager
Grievance and Arbitration

Divis,ion

Enclosure

Lawrence G. Hutchins
Vice President
National Association of

Letter Carriers, A!'L-CIO

DATE' 1;'/.:l/f7
(
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Mr. Vincent R. Sombrotto,
President
National Association of Letter

Carriers, AFL-CIO
100 lndiana Avenue, N.W.
washington, DC 20001-2197

RECEIVED M-Ol177

AUG 2 4 1993
Q)lTucr Al>MtHIST'!'; ~"t'~" iiP:lT

-·--MA.Lt. WASHI~;Jv:.. ~~

•

RE: HON-5R-C 13315
BRANCH
EVERETT WA 98201

Dear Mr. Sombrotto:

O·n several occasions, I met with your representative to discuss
the above-caption.ed gr ievance at the' fourth step of the
co,ntractual gr ievance procedure.

The issue in this case is whether management violated the
nation.al agreement, when an employee who had been working in a
204-B assignment earlier in the day worked bargaining unit
o,vertime at the conclusion of his shift.

During our discussion, we agreed to the, following:

L An acting supervisor (204-8) will not be utilized in
lieu of a bargaining-unit employee for the purpose of
bargaining-unit overtime.

2. The PS Form 1723 shall determine the time and date an
employee begins and ends the detail.

3. An employee detailed to an acting supervisory position
will not perform bargaining-unit overtime immediately
prior to or immediately after such detail unless all
available bargaining-unit employees are utilized.

4. Due to the variety of situations that could arise, each
case should be decided based on the particular facts
and circumstances involved.

Ther'efore, this case is remanded to the parties at step 3 for
application of the above principles to the facts involved, and
for further processing, inclUding arbitration if necessary.



Sombrotto

Time limits were extended by mutual consent.

Sincerely,

M-01l77

2

Date:

•

dtt4.~Mellssa J ~
Grievance and Arbitration
Labor Relations

ckM'~<;Z.-"'",
~

("'ncent R. ~tOttO
President
National Association of Letter

Carriers, AFL-CIO

tff"/.30h3
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Mr. Vincent R. Sombrotto
President
National Association of Letter Carriers,

AFL-CIO
100 Indiana Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20001-2197

Dear Mr. Sombrotto:

Re:

jvJ-01426

RECE1VED

MAR 19 \999

COtlTiiACI ADM:~;:STR~TimlljNil
C 1.1' "" ..... I::TO" ,.., f"N.A.L • nl1.::lI1i:~:.J .at iJ.v.

D94N-4D-C 98119515
Class Action

'-Jeffersonville, IN 47130-9998

-
I

On several occasions, I met with your representative to discuss the above-referenced
grievance at the fourth step of our contractual grievance procedure.

The issue in this grievance is whether man~gementviolated the National Agreement
when an Acting Supervisor (204-8), performed craft overtime on a day immediately
following a higher level detail.

During our discussion, we mutually agreed that no national interpretive issue was fairly
presented in this case.

We also agreed that this issue has been settled between the parti~s through numerouJ
Step 4 decisions as well as the pre-arbitration settlement of Case Number
HON-5R-C 13315.

We further agreed, the 2048 detail had ended and therefore the employee was not
prohibited from performing bargaining unit overtime on the day following the termination
of the detail.

Accordingly, we agreed to remand this case to the parties at Step 3 for further
processing in accordance with the above understanding, or to be scheduled for
arbitration, as appropriate.

475 L'ENFANT PlRA SW

WASHINGTON DC 20260



M-01426

Page 2 - D94N-4O-C 98119515
Jeffersonville, IN 47130-9998

Please sign the enclosed copy of this decision as your acknowledgment of agreement
to remand this case.

Time limits were extended by mutual consent.

Sincerely,

~~e¥===
Labor Relations Specialist
Grievance and Arbitration

Vincent R. Sombro 0

President
National Association of Letter Carriers,

AFL-CIO

Date: _J/~-~t--:.-C;--:.9 _



National Association of Letter Carriers 
Request for Information 

To: ____________________________________   Date ___________________ 
             (Supervisor Customer Services) 

_____________________________________
                      (Station/Installation) 

Dear ____________________________________, 

Pursuant to Article 17 and 31 of the National Agreement, I am requesting the following 
information: 

1. _____________________________________________________________________.
2. _____________________________________________________________________
3. _____________________________________________________________________.
4. _____________________________________________________________________
5. _____________________________________________________________________.
6. _____________________________________________________________________
7. _____________________________________________________________________.
8. _____________________________________________________________________

I am making this request on behalf of the following employee / employees: 

Class Action       Grievant __________________________

I am making this request based on the following reason: 

1. __________________________________________________________

Your cooperation in this matter will be greatly appreciated. If you have any questions concerning 
this request, or if I may be of assistance to you in some other way, please feel free to contact me. 

Sincerely,

______________________________  Request received by: _____________________ 
Shop Steward         (Supervisor) 
NALC        
         Date: ___________________ 



Benedict Arnold 07/26/2022

Nowhere

Big Jack A

4

Benedict Arnold

Bad A**



National Association of Letter Carriers
Request for Informal A Meeting
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INFORMAL STEP A RESOLUTION FORM 
 
GRIEVANT NAME:           CLASS ACTION 
 
GRIEVANCE NUMBER:          
 
STATION/POST OFFICE:      NOWHERE / ANYTOWN 
 
DATE OF DECISION:          AUGUST 5, 2022 
  
The issue of this grievance pertains to: 
 
1. DID MANAGEMENT VIOLATE MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING (M-01517), AND STEP 4 

AGREEMENTS (M-01359), (M-01177), (M-00891), AND (M-00450) VIA ARTICLE 19 OF THE 

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT WHEN 204B BENEDICT ARNOLD PERFORMED 

BARGAINING UNIT EMPLOYEE WORK ON MONDAY, JULY 25, 2022? IF SO, WHAT IS THE 

APPROPRIATE REMEDY? 

2. DID MANAGEMENT VIOLATE ARTICLE 1.5 OF THE COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENT 

WHEN 204B BENEDICT ARNOLD PERFORMED BARGAINING UNIT EMPLOYEE WORK ON 

MONDAY, JULY 25, 2022? IF SO, WHAT IS THE APPROPRIATE REMEDY? 

As a result of an Informal Step A meeting of the Dispute Resolution Process we the parties agree 
to the following resolution of this grievance: 

 
1. MANAGEMENT WILL CEASE AND DESIST VIOLATING ARTICLE 1 OF THE COLLECTIVE 

BARGAINING AGREEMENT. 

2. MANAGEMENT AGREES TO PAY THE FOLLOWING CARRIERS THE LISTED AMOUNTS FOR 

THE VIOLATION: 

D. ARNOLD: $104.00 C. HINTON: $104.00  B. SMITH: $104.00 

E. HARRISON: $78.00     R. SWANSON: $26.00 

3. THIS SETTLEMENT AGREEMENT IS CITABLE. 

 

________________________________         _________________________________ 

NALC REPRESENTATIVE                USPS REPRESENTATIVE 




